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A B S T R A C T

Background: There is contradictory evidence regarding negative memory biases in major depressive

disorder (MDD) and whether these persist into remission, which would suggest their role as

vulnerability traits rather than correlates of mood state. Early life stress (ELS), common in patients with

psychiatric disorders, has independently been associated with memory biases, and confounds MDD

versus control group comparisons. Furthermore, in most studies negative biases could have resulted

from executive impairments rather than memory difficulties per se.

Methods: To investigate whether memory biases are relevant to MDD vulnerability and how they are

influenced by ELS, we developed an associative recognition memory task for temporo-spatial contexts of

social actions with low executive demands, which were matched across conditions (self-blame, other-

blame, self-praise, other-praise). We included fifty-three medication-free remitted MDD (25 with ELS,

28 without) and 24 healthy control (HC) participants without ELS.

Results: Only MDD patients with ELS showed a reduced bias (accuracy/speed ratio) towards memory for

positive vs. negative materials when compared with MDD without ELS and with HC participants;

attenuated positive biases correlated with number of past major depressive episodes, but not current

symptoms. There were no biases towards self-blaming or self-praising memories.

Conclusions: This demonstrates that reduced positive biases in associative memory were specific to MDD

patients with ELS rather than a general feature of MDD, and were associated with lifetime recurrence risk

which may reflect a scarring effect. If replicated, our results would call for stratifying MDD patients by

history of ELS when assessing and treating emotional memories.
�C 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. This is an open access article under the CC BY

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Patients with current major depressive disorder (MDD) have
demonstrated biases towards better recall of negative than
positive materials [1–3]. This is consistent with Bower’s associative
network theory of memory and emotion [4], which profoundly
influenced the cognitive psychology of depression by proposing a
close link between mood states, emotions, and memory. Despite
nearly 40 years of researching this hypothesis, key questions
remain. Two particularly relevant questions are whether emotion-
al biases in memory can act as vulnerability factors outside of
depressive episodes and whether they are specific for MDD.
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The bias of better memory for negative compared to positive
materials in MDD has been demonstrated most clearly with non-
autobiographical stimuli and active recall tasks [5]. Using the
Autobiographical Memory Test, however, impaired retrieval of
contextual details for positive relative to negative events was only
found in some studies in current [6] [7] and remitted MDD (rMDD)
[8,9]. A valence-independent impairment, however, was the most
robust finding in a meta-analysis [10] and in the largest study in
rMDD to date [11]. Despite inconsistencies about valence-effects,
impaired autobiographical memory persisted into remission
[8,9,11] suggesting its possible role in vulnerability [12]. Abnor-
malities on the Autobiographical Memory Test, however, are best
accounted for on the basis of executive dyfunction [13,14] rather
than contextual memory per se, and performance is influenced by
retrieval strategy [15].

Passive memory tasks avoid confounding patients’ performance
with executive impairments, which could result simply from being
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distracted by depressive thoughts [16], although this literature is
much sparser and more inconsistent. When priming is used to
probe memory for semantically encoded materials, people with
current MDD/dysthymia favour negative over positive materials,
which is the opposite of healthy control participants [17]. In
contrast, studies using a recognition memory task demonstrated
intact recognition memory for both positive and negative materials
[18–20] despite impaired valence-independent recall [19] in
current MDD or, intriguingly, decreased negative and intact
positive recognition memory in pregnant women with rMDD
[21]. One study found subtle effects of personal relevance rather
than valence or overall recognition memory performance in
current MDD [20]. We found only one study demonstrating
impaired emotional recognition memory in MDD, which was
conducted in a symptomatic group and found no valence effect on
accuracy [22]. One explanation for the heterogeneity in the passive
memory literature that has not yet been investigated is that
memory biases in MDD are due to the exposure of many patients to
early life stress (ELS, [23]), which is usually absent in the typical
healthy control population.

ELS itself was associated both with impaired retrieval of
contextual details of emotional memories [24–26] and with a
reduced positive memory bias [27]. Furthermore, ELS has been
linked to stress hormone-induced medial temporal abnormalities
in animals and humans [28]. The same medial temporal lobe
structures have been demonstrated to underpin associative
memory for temporal and spatial contexts in humans [29]. Some
studies, however, report no consistent link between ELS and
impaired emotional memory using the autobiographical memory
test [30,31] and a review suggested that experiencing depressive or
post-traumatic reactions to stressors is necessary for impaired
emotional memory, rather than stressful events or a history of ELS
alone [32]. It is thus unclear whether MDD itself is associated with
emotional memory biases, or whether this effect is mediated by
ELS. This is because ELS has not been controlled for in the literature
using more specific tests of contextual memory (i.e. passive
memory tests) rather than those, which are confounded by
executive functioning (e.g. Autobiographical Memory Test).

Given the close link between memories and mood postulated
by Bower [4], one could postulate that the reduced positive
memory biases sometimes reported in MDD contribute to the
reductions in positive affect predicted to be specific to MDD by the
decreased positive emotionality model of MDD [33]. In contrast,
blame attribution models of MDD [34,35] would predict that MDD
vulnerability is related to selective overgeneralisation of self-
blame-related memories, due to lack of access to contextual
details, relative to blaming others (other-blame). This prediction
would be made under the hypothesis that blame biases may be
influenced by memory biases and vice versa. Corroborating
evidence for a self-blaming emotional bias as a vulnerability
factor for MDD was recently provided by showing reduced other-
blaming relative to self-blaming emotions in rMDD [36,37]. To our
knowledge, self-blame-related memory biases have not been
investigated in MDD, and the literature on the importance of self-
reference effects when encoding emotional materials in mediating
emotional memory biases in MDD is inconsistent [5,17,38].

In order to probe associative memory for temporal and spatial
contexts of emotional materials per se, rather than the process of
retrieving such information as probed on tasks, such as the
Autobiographical Memory Test, we used a simple recognition
memory task, which largely avoids the confounding effects of
executive functions [39,40]. This novel task was free of autobio-
graphical components to allow strict experimental control of the
relevant variables and is therefore only comparable with the
Autobiographical Memory Test in that both require the spatio-
temporal encoding and recognition of emotional information;
oi.org/10.1016/j.eurpsy.2017.06.011 Published online by Cambridge University Press
otherwise these tests bear no resemblance. We designed this novel
test through manipulation of temporal and spatial contextual
details in statements describing social actions, derived from
norms, which provided participants with positive and negative
emotionally relevant concepts. This task was balanced across
conditions to allow separate investigations of both valence- and
blame-related biases. We investigated whether vulnerability to
MDD rather than its symptoms is associated with emotional
memory biases by studying a medication-free group of patients in
full remission from symptoms [41], known to be at high lifetime
risk of MDD [42], and compared against a healthy control group
with no personal or family history of MDD. We probed whether
MDD itself or only its interaction with ELS would be associated
with emotional memory biases by comparing rMDD patients with
and without a history of ELS.

We tested the alternative predictions of the self-blaming bias
and positive emotionality models of vulnerability to MDD on
associative memory for temporal and situational context. We
favoured the hypothesis that rMDD patients would show self-
blame-selective rather than negative or positive emotion-selective
changes in associative memory compared to a healthy control (HC)
group. We also hypothesised that this self-blaming bias would be
stronger in patients with ELS. These hypotheses were based on our
previous finding of an overall increase in proneness towards
experimentally induced self-blame-related emotions (self-disgust/
contempt) relative to blaming others (disgust/contempt towards
others) in rMDD with no overall change in positive or negative
emotional biases [36]. Given the proposed importance of the
medial temporal lobe memory system in MDD [43] and its guilt-
selective functional disconnection from the conceptual-semantic
representations of social behaviour in the right anterior temporal
lobe [44], we hypothesised that self-blaming emotional biases
could arise in part by biasing associative memory mechanisms
shown to be hosted by the medial temporal lobe [29].

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Potential participants responded to print and online adverti-
sements (see Table 1) for the UK Medical Research Council-funded
project ‘‘Development of Cognitive and Imaging Biomarkers
Predicting Risk of Self-Blaming Bias and Recurrence in Major
Depression’’. Suitable participants gave written informed consent
and were assessed by a senior psychiatrist (RZ) and with the
Structured Clinical Interview-I for DSM-IV-TR [45]. All participants
were right handed as they also underwent neuroimaging. For
inclusion in the rMDD group, participants had at least one previous
MDE lasting at least two months, had been in remission for at least
six months, and were free from centrally active medications
(except hormonal contraceptives). They also had no current co-
morbid or relevant past axis-I disorders to ensure group
differences were due to vulnerability to MDD specifically rather
than to the effects of other conditions. For the HC group,
participants had no personal/first-degree family history of MDD.
For full details of inclusion/exclusion criteria and recruitment
procedures, see [36]. Participants were reimbursed for their time
and travel costs. This research study was approved by the South
Manchester NHS Research Ethics Committee (07/H1003/194).

In total, 707 participants gave oral consent to an initial
telephone screening interview. Reasons for excluding participants
are detailed in Table 1. Fifty-five rMDD and 30 HC participants
completed the associative memory for social actions task. Data
were excluded for two MDD participants due to current depression
at the time of task completion and for six HC participants due to

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.eurpsy.2017.06.011


Table 1
Reasons for exclusion of potential participants prior to memory task.

Reason for exclusion n

Following telephone screening interview

Current antihypertensive medications or statins 20

Current antidepressant or other centrally active medications 52

Diabetes 4

Epilepsy 5

Multiple sclerosis 3

Past cancer 7

Past stroke 1

Thyroid function problems 19

Vitamin D deficiency 1

Other psychiatric disorders than MDD 54

Substance or alcohol abuse 23

Other general medical condition 5

Family history of MDD/bipolar/schizophrenia (control group) 26

Excluded because of age-matching (control group) 3

Left-handed 20

MRI contraindications 77

Non-native English speaker 19

Out of age range 4

No reason recorded 5

Withdrawal after telephone screening interview 33

Not meeting full screening criteria for MDD 30

Had not been remitted from an episode for long enough 7

Fulfilled criteria for current MDD 13

Total excluded after telephone screening interview 431

Following selection for initial assessment

Unable to schedule initial assessment 74

Fulfilled criteria for a bipolar disorder 6

Fulfilled criteria for current generalized anxiety disorder 1

Fulfilled criteria for current social anxiety disorder 7

MRI contraindications 1

Did not meet full criteria for MDD 5

Had not been remitted from an episode for long enough 3

Fulfilled criteria for past substance abuse 4

Probable personality disorder 2

Showed residual symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder 3

Fulfilled criteria for current adjustment disorder 1

Fulfilled criteria for current MDD 1

Non-native English speaker 1

Fulfilled criteria for a past MDE that lasted for less than two months

(control group)

1

Past depressive episode that did not fulfill criteria for past MDE

(control group)

1

Probable or definite positive first degree family history of MDD

(control group)

4

Withdrawal after the first assessment 1

Enrolled onto study prior to memory task development 38

Unable to schedule memory task session 27

Excluded because of age-matching for memory task (control group) 6

Ineligible for other tasks done in same session as memory task 4

Total excluded from this session after selection for initial assessment 191

In total, 707 participants consented to the telephone-screening interview. After

exclusions, 85 participants (55 rMDD, 30 HC) completed the associative memory for

social actions task. HC: healthy control; (r)MDD, (remitted) major depressive

disorder; MDE: major depressive episode; MRI: magnetic resonance imaging.
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definite or questionable ELS. This paper reports a three-group
comparison: rMDD with ELS (n = 25), rMDD without ELS (n = 28),
and HC without ELS (n = 24). This was defined from a clinical
interview as any of the following prior to the age of 18: separation
from parents through death, divorce or adoption; threat of parental
loss through near death; threatened or actual physical or sexual
abuse; witnessing violence between/towards parents. Categorisa-
tion was conducted by two independent raters with high inter-
rater reliability (k = 0.947).

The three groups had comparable demographic characteristics:
age (HC: median 27.5, range 20–64, rMDD without ELS: median
39.5, range 20–63, rMDD with ELS: median 34, range 18–64,
H = 1.733, P = .420), years of education (HC: median 17.5, range
14–21.5, rMDD without ELS: median 17, range 12–21, rMDD with
ELS: median 17, range 12–22, H = 2.602, P = .272), and gender (HC:
16 females, rMDD without ELS: 21 females, rMDD with ELS:
rg/10.1016/j.eurpsy.2017.06.011 Published online by Cambridge University Press
18 females, x2 = .446, P = .8). There were no between-group
differences in time between the encoding and retrieval stages of
the memory task (F[2,74] = 1.407, P = .251).

All participants had Montgomery-Åsberg Depression Rating
Scale [46] scores within the normal range and did not differ between
groups (HC: median 0, range 0–2, rMDD without ELS: median 0,
range 0–6, rMDD with ELS: median 0, range 0–4, H = 2.408, P = .3).
Global Assessment of Functioning Scale [45] scores differed between
the groups (HC: median 90, range 81–90, rMDD without ELS: median
90, range 70–90, rMDD with ELS: median 90, range 75–90,
H = 11.998, P = .02). Follow-up Mann-Whitney tests showed no
difference between the two rMDD groups (U = 307.5, P = .401). The
HC group differed from both rMDD groups (with ELS: U = 167,
P = .01, without ELS: U = 219, P = .04). All participants had no more
than mild symptoms or functioning problems, however. Further
clinical characteristics are detailed in Table 2.

2.2. Associative memory for social actions task

Before starting, participants were informed that they were
completing a memory task, but not which particular aspect of the
stimuli they would be tested on. Participants saw 80 written
statements describing a specific social action occurring between
themselves and their best friend. In each statement, the agent was
either the participant (‘self-agency’, n = 40) or their best friend
(‘other-agency’, n = 40). Statements in each agency condition were
identical apart from the agency reversal and an irrelevant
contextual detail (the time/place of the action). Statements in
each agency condition were either positive (n = 20) or negative
(n = 20), forming four conditions: self-praise, other-praise, self-
blame and other-blame, e.g. ‘‘At your party, Paul spilled wine on
your hall carpet’’ (other-blame; Paul is the best friend). Number of
words was balanced between conditions. Stimuli were ordered
randomly and presented for 6 s each. After reading each sentence,
participants rated valence using a binary scale (good/bad). Task
stimuli were developed from social scenarios generated by HCs
[47] and a copy of the full task is available (http://www.
translational-cognitive-neuroscience.org/start/test-materials).

Approximately 60 minutes after completing the task, partici-
pants were again presented with 80 stimuli, half of which were
shown before and the rest were foils. Foils were identical to
sentences shown previously but with a contextual detail changed.
The change was irrelevant to the meaning of the social action, such
as the time or place, e.g. ‘‘At your party, Paul spilled wine on your
lounge carpet’’. The number of foils was equal in each condition, as
was the ratio of foils with a time- vs. place-related contextual
change. Each stimulus appeared for 6 s; after each stimulus,
participants had 3 s to make a forced choice on whether that exact
sentence had appeared earlier (yes/no). Responses outside this
time window (< 1% of all responses) were not recorded. One key
for each response option was assigned to the index and middle
fingers of the right hand (finger-to-response assignment was
randomised across participants).

2.3. Data analysis

The proportion of hits and false alarms (adjusted by 0.5 trials in
the appropriate direction if at ceiling/floor level [48]) were used to
calculate d’ scores; missed responses were removed (overall < 1%
of trials were missed, and no more than four responses were
missed by a participant in any one condition). The speed-accuracy
trade-off score was calculated by dividing mean d’ by mean
response time (for missed responses, a maximum response time
value of 3 s was assumed). This was based on the traditional
measure of dividing mean response times by mean accuracy to
capture speed and accuracy in a single performance measure

http://www.translational-cognitive-neuroscience.org/start/test-materials
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Table 2
Clinical characteristics of the rMDD groups.

rMDD without ELS (n = 28) rMDD with ELS (n = 25)

Past MDD subtype

With melancholic features 15/28 15/25

With atypical features 2/28 0/25

No specific subtype 11/28 10/25

Number of previous MDEs

1 10 5

2 6 8

3 5 5

4 4 3

5 2 2

� 6 1 2

Average number of previous MDEs 2.46 � 1.48 (range: 1–6) 4.44 � 8.43 (range: 1–44)

Last MDE details

Average length of MDE (months) 15.21 � 13.74 (range: 0.5–60) 18.76 � 23.60 (range: 1–96)

Average time in remission (months) 43.84 � 56.27 (range: 6–282) 23.92 � 15.76 (range: 6–60)

Severe MDEa 19/28 21/25

Moderate MDEa 9/28 4/25

Time without psychotropic medication (months) 46.79 � 63.07 (range: 3–282) 52.57 � 78.14 (range: 4–372)

Previous treatment

SSRI 22/28 21/25

SNRI 0/28 1/25

Tricyclic antidepressant 3/28 1/25

Mirtazapine 1/28 1/25

Unknown class of antidepressant 4/28 3/25

Benzodiazepine 3/28 3/25

No antidepressant medication 4/28 2/25

CBT 8/28 7/25

Counselling 9/28 13/25

Self-guided CBT using internet or books 2/28 1/25

Previous suicide attempts 0.07 � 0.26 (range: 0–1) 0.4 � 1.15 (range: 0–5)

Lifetime axis-I co-morbidityb

Bulimia nervosa 1/28 0/25

PTSD 2/28 0/25

No lifetime co-morbidity 25/28 25/25

First degree family history

Relative with MDD 15/28 16/25

No relative with MDD, schizophrenia or bipolar disorder 11/28 9/25

Relative with schizophrenia 0/28 1/25

Relative with bipolar disorder 4/28 0/25

The Structured Clinical Interview-I for DSM-IV-TR was adapted to allow lifetime assessment of MDD subtypes, and showed excellent inter-rater reliability [36]. All

participants had stopped medications well before the required washout phase. Participants with and without ELS did not differ on number of previous MDEs, average length

of last MDE, average time in remission, average length since last use of psychotropic medications, and number of suicide attempts (t � 1.710, P � .093). Means and standard

deviations (M � SD) or number of cases are reported. CBT: cognitive behavioural therapy; ELS: early life stress; (r)MDD, (remitted) major depressive disorder, MDE: major

depressive episode; PTSD: post-traumatic stress disorder; SSRI: selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor; SNRI: serotonin norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor.
a Based on ICD-10 criteria.
b All co-morbid disorders were fully remitted during the study and were not likely to be the primary cause of the MDEs.
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[49]. These scores were then used to create three separate
composite scores (self-blaming bias = self-minus other-blaming
score, self-praising bias = self-minus other-praising score, positive
bias = positive minus negative condition averages). An average
score across conditions was also calculated.

All analyses were carried out in SPSS20 (http://www.spss.com).
Data fulfilled the standard assumptions for each statistical test
unless otherwise stated. To test our hypotheses, one-way ANOVAs
for each composite score were used to investigate group
differences at a two-sided alpha-level of P = .0125 (corresponding
to an approximate Bonferroni-corrected P = .05 over the 4 compos-
ite scores we investigated) for the linear unweighted F-tests (to
show that sample sizes were not a reflection of relative importance
of each subgroup in the population). We also explored whether
bias scores differed significantly from zero in each group at P = .05,
one-sided (one-sample t-test). Where appropriate, results were
confirmed by repeating tests with outlying values replaced with
the mean � 2.58 standard deviations.

3. Results

There were no group differences on average performance across
conditions (F[2,74] = .123, P = .727). There were also no self-
oi.org/10.1016/j.eurpsy.2017.06.011 Published online by Cambridge University Press
blaming biases in any group (t � .512, P � .613) and no differences
between groups (F[2,74] = .001, P = .982). Likewise, there were no
self-praising biases in any group (t � .849, P � .404) and no
differences between groups (F[2,74] = .043, P = .837).

In contrast, both groups without a history of ELS showed
positive biases (HC: t[23] = 4.450, P � .0001; rMDD:
t[27] = 3.095, P = .005) and these results were confirmed after
outlier replacement (HC: unchanged; rMDD: t[27] = 3.232,
P = .003), and after excluding 2 patients with remitted Post-
traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD: t[25] = 2.870, P = .008). The
rMDD group with ELS, however, showed no bias for positive
memories (t[24] = .324, P = .749). Positive bias scores differed
between the three groups (F[2,74] = 6.592, P = .012, also after
excluding 2 remitted PTSD patients: F[2,72] = 6.532, P = .013,
Fig. 1). In post-hoc pairwise comparisons, the HC group showed a
higher positive memory bias than the rMDD group with ELS
(P = .012, Cohen’s d = .74, Bonferroni-corrected P = .037) that was
not driven by outliers (P = .012 in a separate two-sample t-test).
There was no difference between HC and rMDD participants
without ELS (P = .420, Cohen’s d = .24, remaining after exclusion
of 2 PTSD patients: P = 0.401) and a trend towards rMDD without
ELS showing a higher positive bias compared with rMDD with
ELS (P = .069, Cohen’s d = .48).

http://www.spss.com/
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Fig. 1. Means and standard errors of the means for positive bias scores (average

positive score–average negative score) are displayed by group. The scores were

calculated to reflect speed-accuracy trade-offs by dividing d’ scores by mean

response times. Positive bias scores were significantly reduced in the rMDD with

ELS group compared with the HC group, whereas rMDD without ELS did not differ

from the HC group (see results for statistics). HC: healthy control; rMDD: remitted

major depressive disorder; ELS: early life stress.
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The positive bias score in rMDD did not correlate with Beck
Depression Inventory scores [50] (rho = –.157, P = .157), but
correlated negatively with the number of past MDEs rho = –.271,
P = .050, which strengthened after excluding an outlier on number
of episodes: (rho = –.340, P = .014); this means that as the number
of MDEs increased, the positive bias reduced. The positive valence
bias score did not correlate with measures of executive function:
verbal fluency (FAS score [51]; rho = –.041, P = .714) and set-
shifting (trail-making test B-A [51,52]; rho = .105, P = .347). The
positive bias group differences were not present when analysing
response time (F[2,74] < .0001, P = .983) or accuracy (d’ scores:
F[2,74] = .818, P = .369) separately, thus only being present when
using the d’/response time ratio capturing the speed/accuracy
trade-off. Further supporting analyses demonstrated that group
differences emerged only for the difference score which compares
d’/response time ratios between the positive and negative
conditions, but not for the d’/response time ratio in the positive
(F[2,74] = .388, P = .680) and negative conditions separately
(F[2,74] = 1.156, P = .320).

4. Discussion

This study investigated alternative predictions of blame
attribution and emotional bias models for associative memory
biases in people vulnerable to MDD in relation to ELS. In contrast to
previous work, we employed a novel test that probes associative
contextual memory for emotionally relevant materials without
heavily confounding performance with executive demands. The
results refuted our main hypothesis that rMDD patients, particu-
larly those with ELS, show reduced contextual memory for self-
blame-related stimuli compared with the HC group. Instead, rMDD
patients with ELS exhibited a reduced positive memory bias
compared with HC participants. In contrast, both HC and rMDD
participants without ELS showed comparable positive memory
biases. These results shed new light on contradictory findings of
reduced positive memory biases reported in some studies in rMDD
[8,9] but not others [11]. Specifically, our study shows that
controlling for ELS is crucial when investigating associative
memory biases in MDD and the lack of control for ELS in previous
studies may explain the variability in results.

Our findings are consistent with a previous study in women
with past childhood sexual abuse and rMDD who displayed poorer
retrieval of specific positive vs. negative memories [27]. Our
rg/10.1016/j.eurpsy.2017.06.011 Published online by Cambridge University Press
findings extend these results through generalisation to males and
showing that reduced positive memory biases in this group can be
reproduced with a recognition memory task.

Conversely, an evaluative review [32] found ELS was not the
primary factor in impairments on the Autobiographical Memory
Test, but a PTSD/MDD diagnosis was more relevant, although
valence biases were not evaluated. Our results confirm an
interaction of MDD and ELS in their relationship with reduced
positive memory biases as demonstrated by their dependence on
both ELS and number of previous episodes. Our results further
demonstrate that vulnerability to MDD itself is not associated with
emotional memory abnormalities as rMDD without ELS showed
normal positive memory biases.

Importantly, unlike the commonly used Autobiographical
Memory Test [14], our positive memory bias score did not
correlate with measures of executive function suggesting it is a
true measure of impaired access to/encoding of associative
memories rather than of general executive difficulties. In this
study, we defined ELS as a fixed set of potentially stressful events in
childhood, rather than by the response of the participant to that
stressor. It has been suggested [32] that a traumatic response to
ELS drives emotional memory difficulties, rather than experiencing
a stressful event per se. Although the severity of response to each
stressor was not assessed, all our participants were screened for
PTSD history. Two participants met PTSD criteria in adulthood,
which was remitted at the time of study entry. Analyses repeated
after removing these participants confirmed the results, thereby
showing that PTSD did not drive any effects. Therefore, this study
shows that ELS even in the absence of PTSD can result in emotional
memory changes.

On a more cautionary note, one limitation of our study was that
we were unable to include a neutral comparison condition and
therefore only assessed differences between the positive and
negative conditions, which we referred to as positive/negative
biases. One might argue that we were unable to disentangle the
respective contribution of positive and negative memories
separately. Both better memory for negative, as well as poorer
memory for positive materials could have contributed to the
abnormal results in MDD patients with ELS compared with the
other groups. One further caveat is that the reduction in positive
memory biases in patients with MDD and ELS could only be
detected when combining measures of speed and accuracy such
that it is difficult to compare with the previous literature, which
has usually examined these separately.

In summary, our findings demonstrate a loss of positive bias for
associative memory in rMDD patients with a history of ELS. This
was in contrast to the comparable degrees of positive biases
observed in the rMDD and HC groups without ELS. Positive biases
decreased with an increasing number of MDEs suggesting MDEs
may re-activate traumatic memories, thereby increasing vulnera-
bility by further decreasing positive memory biases which could
contribute to the postulated scarring effects of MDEs [53]. In-
creased focus on positive affect in depression therapy, including a
focus on positive memory recall, has recently been suggested [54],
particularly when these memories are concordant with one’s
current view of self [55]. If replicated, our results would call for
stratifying patients according to ELS in future clinical trials to
investigate differential treatment effects. Further, we demonstrat-
ed that self-blaming emotional biases previously shown in our
MDD group [36] did not arise at the level of associative contextual
memory. This is intriguing as it suggests that self-blaming
emotional biases in MDD arise at the semantic level [47] rather
than at the level of associative memory for temporal and spatial
context. This hypothesis could be investigated more directly in
future studies on the formation of context-independent (i.e.
semantic) emotional memories in patients with MDD.
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